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INTRODUCTION TO TOURNAMENT DIRECTING

There are a number of tournament types, typically Single Elimination, Double
Elimination, and Round-Robin, all with variations.

Shuffleboard uses a variation of Double Elimination in which losers from their
1st match in the Main Event have a second chance to compete in a Consolation Event.
The number of games (matches) in a Double Elimination is (2 x No. of Teams – 1). In
Shuffleboard the number is (Number of Teams + ½ Number of Teams). Winners in
Consolation do not have the opportunity to play Main Event winners again as is
customary in most double elimination tournaments. Another variation is that instead of
2 finalists in the Main and in the Consolation, the losing semi-finalists play each other
to come up with a 3rd and 4th place in each event.

The type of Games within a Match also varies but is predetermined before the
tournament is scheduled. A game might be some number of Frames (i.e.12, 16) or
require some number of points to be reached (i.e. 75) or a combination. A Match will
consist of some number of Games (i.e. 1, 2, best out of 3 etc.).

For all competitors to compete in the 1st round their number must be a power of
2 (i.e. 4,8,16,32,etc). Otherwise a system of ‘Byes’ is employed, with these ‘Byes’
starting in the 2nd round, with such ‘Byes’ determined by the ‘Draw’ – which also
determines the court numbers assigned. The number of ‘Byes’ is determined taking the
closest power of 2 and subtracting the number of entries. These are then distributed on
the tournament chart in the 2nd round.

The ‘Chart’ of a tournament consists of Brackets’ in which 2 opposing teams are
shown. In Shuffleboard, players in the Main ___A___
event are above the line, and those in the Consolation . |________
event are below the line and to distinguish them further ___B___ | .

they are highlighted in yellow. The Winner of ‘A’ & ‘B’ .

(Main Event) moves on to the next bracket.
A variation sometimes used in Shuffleboard to save paper is the ‘Subbracket’

arrangement. Here, the ‘non-Byes’ are grouped together on the same line with the same
line number but distinguished from each other by assigning ‘A’ and ‘B’. This cuts the
paper chart to half the size normally needed. Conversion between non-Bye numbers and
subbracket numbers is simple “add 1 to an odd non-Bye number, divide by 2, add ‘A’;
for an even non-Bye number, divide by 2, add ‘B’”. Otherwise the ‘Bye Type’ and
‘Subbracket Type’ charts result in the same number of rounds and the same matches to
be played.

In a Round-Robin tournament each player competes with each of the other
players entered in the tournament. Thus for 8 teams, each team plays 7 matches. Again,
the type of Game played within a Match may vary as mentioned above.

Ed O’Neal
Southern District Tournament Director, 2016-17



MANUALLY PREPARED TOURNAMENTS

Assemble necessary supplies
Registration Forms - Numbered sequentially for each division

Need to be available 1 hour prior to start of tournament
Any Doubles – 1 for each team
Singles & Draw Doubles – 1 for each player

Draw Cards
Any Doubles – 1 for each team, numbered sequentially
Draw Doubles – 2 for each team, numbered sequentially
Singles – 1 for each player, numbered sequentially

Charts
Original and 1 copy for each division

Score Cards
16-Chart needs 24 cards
32-Chart needs 48 cards

Miscellaneous
Carbon paper for chart copy
Pens/pencils
Yellow high-lite marker
Erasers
Rubber bands
Correction tape/fluid

Registration
Be sure that all forms are properly numbered and given out sequentially, 1 per team.
An error here will cause your set-up for the draw to be incorrect.
It is the host club’s responsibility to handle all fees, prepare and submit the tournament financial
report, determine prize money, etc.

Pre-Draw Setup
Set out the draw cards for each division to the maximum chart size anticipated, preferably in
columns of 8 since byes are removed and subbrackets added according to the group of 8.

Choose the Draw Type
Once the final number of players or teams has been determined for a division, consult the

FSA approved chart instructions near the back of the Preview to determine whether you will be
using a “bye” chart or a “subbracket” chart.

Where allowed, subbracket charts are generally preferred by directors because they yield
a much more compact chart. They are, however, more difficult for some players to follow.

Once the choice has been made, remove all indicated byes or add required sub-brackets
according to the chart instructions.
Example 1:

A tournament with 18 line numbers would best be handled by use of a 16-chart with 2
sub-brackets (NE-16). That is done by:
1.   Remove all draw cards with a line number higher than 16



2.   Change the draw cards for lines 1 and 2 to 1A & 2A
3.   Add additional draw cards for 1B & 2B for a total of 18 draw cards
4.   Remember when assigning courts, 1A will play against 1B and 2A will play against 2B.
Example 2:

A tournament with 28 line numbers would require a 32-chart with 4 byes (32-NE).
1.   Remove all draw cards higher than 32
2.   Remove the draw cards for line 1, 3, 25 and 27 in accordance with the chart instructions.
3.   Remember, when assigning courts the matching pairs that received the byes will play each

other, i.e. 2 plays 4 and 26 plays 28.

Assign the Courts
Starting with the lowest subbracket line number or non-bye line number, assign courts for

each match and write the court numbers on both the draw cards and on the appropriate lines on
the chart.

Be sure that all subbrackets are assigned to play in the first round, or in the case of
“Byes”be sure all non-byes are assigned in the first round. If there are insufficient courts
available, mark the remaining draw cards as “N/C” (no court). Repeat the process for any
additional divisions

The Draw
1. Place all draw cards for one division face down on a table.
2. Count the draw cards to insure that the number of cards matches the number required.
3. A player from that division presents their Registration-Entry form and selects one draw card.
Check the form for completeness and readability and make necessary corrections.
Write the line number from the selected draw card on the presented form.
Continue until all cards have been drawn.
Repeat for any additional divisions.

Initial Score Cards
Place blank score cards at the head of each assigned court (both ends if non-walking singles).
Instruct players to fill out the card accurately and completely.

Prepare the Chart
Place all entry forms for a division in order by line number.
Enter each player’s name on the chart after the appropriate line number.
Post one copy of the chart for the players, and one copy of the chart for the director’s use.
Prepare score cards for all “no court” matches. Assigned these before any second matches.

Updating the Chart
When a completed score card is turned in, check it for legibility and completeness
1.   Line numbers
2.   Player names
3.   Appropriate winners indicated
4.   Winner’s signature

If you have unassigned matches, assign the vacant court to the next match and make that
court call. Be sure to enter the assigned court number on the Director’s chart. Enter the results on
the Director’s chart.

Enter the winners on the appropriate chart line in the next round with Entries for the Main
above the line and Consolation below the line in a contrasting color or highlighted field.



Prepare Next Match Score Card
If no opponent is yet available,
1.   It is advisable to prepare a “half-card” to expedite calls when an opponent becomes available

and to prevent that team from being overlooked later. Mark your chart “M ½” or “C ½”
to indicate that a half-card has been made

2.   Enter the court number for each previously played court on the card after the names to insure
that an accurate record of courts played by that player/team.

When a full card is available and a court is available that no one on the card has played
1.   Assign the match to that court.
2.   Write the court assignment on your chart, e.g. M-9 or C-9.
3.   Update the player’s chart.
If no court is available
1.   Place the card on the bottom of your stack of cards waiting for courts.
2.   Assign these cards in turn as courts become available and mark the courts on your chart.

The Single Bye
A single bye occurs when there is an odd number of teams.  In either case one player or

team (C) shares a bracket with two other teams (A & B). C must wait for A and B to play.
Let’s assume “A” wins, then

“B” goes into Consolation.
“A” moves into the Main and plays “C”.

Now it gets complicated.
“A” plays “C” and “C” wins:

“C” moves forward into the next round in the Main.
“A” has lost in a match in the Main and is eliminated from the tournament.
“B”, now in Consolation, gets a bye and proceeds into the next round.

“A” plays “C” and “C” looses:
“A” moves forward in the Main.
“C” drops into Consolation and plays “B” in the same round.
The looser of this match goes home.
The winner goes into the next round in Consolation.

Tournament Results
Results for all tournaments must be submitted electronically to the District or State

Keeper of Records. The forms can be accessed on the appropriate web site.

The Director’s Goal
Nothing bothers players more than to sit and wait to play knowing that there are empty

courts out there. Baring any real disasters in other areas, you will be perceived as a good
tournament director so longs as you keep the tournament moving. On the other hand, no matter
how well you do everything else, you will be seen as a poor director if you do not keep the
tournament moving.

Know the rules. When called to make a decision bring the Preview book with you and
find the appropriate section. Make sure the situation is completely understood before rendering
any decision, then read the rule to both head and foot players and instruct them on what they
need to do.



Manual Chart Example:

As the tournament progresses, players should not play on a court they have
previously played on, thus this information needs to be tracked for each team
in each round. An accurate list of available courts must be maintained. As
Score cards are turned in, add the court number to the 'Availability' list and
as assigned, remove it from the list.

Court information should be included with each bracket. For example in round
2,line 14 has remained in the Main Event while line 13 lost and moved to the
Cons Event. Within the bracket, notation is shown as M-1,3 &, C-1,4
indicating that the Main Event players had played on Court 1 and are now
assigned Court 3 for their current match; and the Cons Event players had
played on Court 1 and are now assigned to Court 4 for their current match. As
the play progresses, such notation accompanies each team and their next Court
assignment data added to it.

Similarly, line 16 started on Court 2 and by the time the toumament ended,
the notation has grown to M-2,3,11,10,15 showing their progress through 5

different Courts.
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Manual Computer
Supplies Supplies

Registration Forms Same
Draw Cards Printed by Computer
Charts Printed by Computer
Score Cards Printed by Computer

Have the Forms ready 1 hour prior to start of The same, however other information like tourn no.
tournament. Registration is conducted by host club date, division, may be added to basic form number,
and its accuracy is crucial. Manual numbering. with computer printing.

Set up rows of cards and add or delete for Fill in the tournament size information. When done,
Byes or Subracket line numbers, determined from draw cards will be printed as required according to the
approved chart instructions in Preview. Write information entered, containing line number and assigned.
the assigned line and court numbers on each card. court. Prints 'Bye' type format only.
Next, assign those line numbers to courts on the All Chart layout is based on this data.
chart, using a carbon to duplicate the chart.

Draw Draw
Verify card count. Player presents Registration The same
form and line number is written on form. Director
keeps the form and player goes to the court.

Place blank cards at head of each court for These may be printed with line and court numbers but
players to fill in line numbers and names.  without names, or if names have been entered, then they

will contain both line and court numbers and names.
Chart Chart

Organize the registration forms alphabetically In the name list module, enter each FSA number from
by line numbers, then write the names on the each registration form. If there is none, then enter the
chart taking care for legibility and completeness. player name and other info. When finished, if there are no
If using carbon for a copy press hard. Also, if errors, go to the charts module and print the chart for
there are matches waiting for courts, prepare each round. These are then assembled into the complete
those court cards and make sure those are chart. Any waiting matches will be held in a queue.
assigned courts before any second matches. The computer keeps a list of courts, vacant or busy, and
Make and maintain a list of vacant courts. will not assign a previously used court unless forced.

When a card is turned in, check the information. When a card is turned in, check the information.
Then, if there are matches waiting, assign them Double click the winner name on the chart. If there are
to a vacant court and update the court list. Also matches waiting their court cards will automatically be
enter the results on the chart for the next round, printed for a vacant court if any. The chart will be
and update the court information. Entries for updated automatically.
the Main Event go above the line and Consolation
below the line

Depending on whether a match is ready, or a team Just make the call when the card is printed.
is waiting, prepare a full or half card. If a court is
available, assign a court if available and make the
call. Pro     1 Fill in simple tournament size data to setup draw, chart,

and score card data. Draw cards print immediately.
Pro Does not require computer equipment Pro     2 Player name data easily entered from database
Con     1 Preparation of draw cards and preparing the chart. Pro     3 Chart updated automatically & reprinted any time.
Con     2 writing line #'s, court #'s, and names on chart. Pro     4 Automatic court card printing on match available
Con     3 Tacking courts, further court card preparation, and Pro     5 Court availability is automatic

and updating both charts for winners/losers. Pro     6 Report Form generated ready to email.
Con     4 Must fill out Tournament Report Form. Con Must have and be familiar with computer & program.

Comparison of Manual and Computer Run Tournaments

Registration Requirements Registration Requirements

Draw Setup Draw Setup

Pros & Cons

Pros & Cons

Initial Score Cards Initial Score Cards

Updating the ChartUpdating the Chart

Preparing a new Court Card Preparing a new Court Card



Computer Prepared Tournaments

The following pages provides a brief description of operation. Details
are provided for each module under ‘Help’ in the program itself. When the
Program is launched, a ‘Splash Screen’ is displayed for a few seconds.

Following this, the ‘Select Tournament’ module screen displays. This
module is should be considered the ‘Home Page’ and is common to all
tournaments that may be in use, and provides access to all modules. Other
modules provide only limited access.

Typical navigation to start a new tournament is:
1. Select Tournament Module – select 1 of 8 tournaments
2. Size Module – enter tournament parameters & print Draw Tickets
3. Name Module – enter player ID (FSA #) to get associated player data
4. Court Module – print initial court cards and distribute
5. Chart Module – print and assemble chart
6. Court Module – remove unused courts

Miscellaneous Module Information
The main modules each have 3 green buttons to navigate between them.

All Modules are listed under ‘File’. Also at the top of each screen are ‘Option’
and ’Help’ information.

Other modules not mentioned in this booklet:
Fees Module – Calculates pay-outs and prize money
Round-Robin Module – handles up to 16 teams in a round-robin tournament.

Supplies Needed:
1. Computer & printer
2. 8½ by 11 paper
3. Pencil/Pen
4. Yellow high-lite marker
5. Registration Forms - Numbered sequentially for each division.

They need to be available 1 hour prior to start of tournament
Any Doubles – 1 for each team
Singles & Draw Doubles – 1 for each player

Registration
Be sure that all forms are properly numbered and given out

sequentially, 1 per team. An error here will cause your set-up for the draw to
be incorrect.



Tournament Size
Setup x SOU14 Dbls 22 5

Name List Tn_2 Tp2 E2 R2

Courts Tn_3 Tp3 E3 R3

Charts Tn_4 Tp4 E4 R4
Delete Current

Data Tn_5 Tp5 E5 R5

Get Results Tn_6 Tp6 E6 R6

Tn_7 Tp7 E7 R7

Tn_8 Tp8 E8 R8

Clear Courts
City/Host Fst Lst Cons Color

Lee County 1 24 Default

The 3 green highlighted buttons provide the main navigation between the Name, Court, and Chart

general tournament information. If the program has been previously used , delete those tournaments.
If a different location, clear the court info, and enter the newCity/Host. Enter the Courts to be used but
be careful since these numbers will restrict any further court assignments to be included within
those parameters. It is recommended to just enter the 1st and Last physical courts, i.e. 1 & 24.

modules and this module. These 3 buttons appear on every module.

The typical sequence of setting up the tournament follows:
1, Enter the Tournament Size data in the 'Size'module.
2. Enter the Player data in the 'Name' module.
3. Print the initial court cards from the 'Court' module.
4. Print the chart pages from the 'Chart' module.

The 'Results' button displays previously completed tournament information and allows editing.
Such tournaments may then be accessed and attached to an email to the Keeper of Records.

Courts in Use

Tournament Number                        Type            # Ent           Rnds

The Select module appears a few seconds after the Splash Screen and is common to all Tournaments.
This is the 'Home' module. Use it to select which of 8 tournaments need to be established, and other

Select Module Screen Display



Ln# ID# Last Name First Name Club Dist Rnk Sex

Entry Analysis

FSA Local
1590 Find
Next Prev
Add Save

5 3967 Cote Joe Lee Cnty SOU P M
5 5579 Wilson Mike Pioneer SOU A M

22 5488 Neil Phil Lee Cnty SOU A M

Rec#  0 Print Finished

Player Name Module Screen Display

Database Text Boxes

Delete

Player

Controls
Database

Courts Select TournCharts

Player names may be entered in the boxes yellow manually or from a Database.

The player line number should agree with numbers assigned from setting the tournament Size

Record

indicate 'Player Name List Completed'. If not, an error message will indicate the problem, which
must be corrected before any further actions may be taken.

in the database. If not then manually enter the player name data, and when finished, click 'Record'.
       When player name data is entered, the 'Rec' box counts the number of records. This number

Click the 'FSA' button (default) to select that database, or the 'Local' button if one is established.

should agree with the number of player entries when done.
        When all entries are done, click the 'Finished' button. If the number of entries and the line#'s
all agree with the chart size set in the 'Size' module, a message under the 'Analysis' heading will

To enter from a database, enter the number in the white box and either click 'Find' or just 'Enter'
         If the associated player name is available, the player data will be copied into the yellow boxes,
and entering again will move the data up (duplicates 'Record'), and is now ready for the next entry.
        If the wrong player name is displayed (or none), type in the player name and 'Enter'. If the first
name does not agree, click the 'Next' button to find the name. In this case click 'Record' to move up.
        If the database ID# is not available, type in the player name, and 'Enter' to see if the name is

To enter manually, type line#, ID# (if any),last name, first name, etc., then click the 'Record' button



Court Module Screen Display

Status Ct# LnPr

B 5 21,22

B 6 5,6

B 7 9,11

B 8 15,16

Messages

Clear

History

Court Pool

Name List

Charts

and History - the Line Numbers numbers previously used on the court. Only 10 courts are displayed

Line Number Asiignment History

5,6,1,2

Sel Tourn

Print Initial Court Cards

Lines on Queue

        Court information in use by a tournament is listed on the above table by the following:
Status - Busy or Pending; Ct# - court numer in use; LnPr - the 2 line numbers on the court;

at a time. Use the scroll bar at right to display others. Lines on Queue are those waiting for courts

the history information and no further check will be made to avoid use of those courts.

        The message box will display various messages depending on where the mouse cursor is to
provide information or procedures.
       Again, the 3 major navigation buttons are present to change modules.
       Click 'Print Initial Court Cards' to print the cards. If player names have been entered, the cards
will print with Court Number, Assigned Line Numbers, and Player Names.
       Often on a 2nd day, previously used courts are of no concern. Clicking 'Clear History' will delete

        All courts not in current use are displayed in the court pool displayed with the drop box. These

whether put there because of insufficient courts or from reassigning a court. To put a court number
on the queue, click the LnPr box for that court.

may be selected for use, or made unavailable. A box is displayed to click one or the other or none.
To select one for use, click 'Pending', then click the empty LnPr box to transfer the LnPr to the court.



File Options Help
↑ 1   G.McRae & M.Burnett Name List Courts

Msgs
2  B.Bryan & C.Wilson

Display Finalists ↓
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
Printer

16 On/Off
↓

← scroll →

Lines are displayed in groups of 16. To display the next group click below the scroll button.

If a match is available within the next bracket, a court card is printed if a court is available
The court & line number will show in Msgs if available (top right) and on the court page.
Click Display Finalists to display them and their position
Click Save/Print to save the results and print them. Access the saved results in the Sel Tournament page.

Rrounds are displayed initially as 1 - 5. Click to right of scroll button for 2-6, 3-7, etc.
To advance a winner to the next bracket, double click the name.

The main pages used are in green. Click to navigate. Or click File at top for all pages.
Click options for variations in completing the tournament or to turn the printer on or off.
Click Help for a detailed description of chart operation.
Click B (back) or F (forward) on the middle bar to access a different tournament chart if there is one.
The Printer On/Off indicates the printer status.

sc
ro

ll

Print Round 1 Print Round 2 Print Round 3 Print Round 4 Print Round 5

Sel Tourn

Save/Print

B |                                                | F

Chart Module Screen Display



Computer Generated Chart Example

Computer charts are printed 1 round to a page and the brackets automatically
arranged such that each page fits the previously printed page brackets. As the
tournament progresses the director may choose to manually write new teams
on the chart, or just print a new page for the affected round.

Again, players should not play on courts they have previously used, but here,
the computer program automatically tracks all the courts and randomly
assigns new courts with that criteria.

Note the numbers at the ends of the brackets. The top number is for a Court
assigned to the Main Event for that team, the bottom number for a Court
assigned to the Cons Event for that team. If a chart is printed after the player
has moved to the next round, the numbers won't be printed. The numbers
printed at the beginning of a Team's names are their line number.

In the final round, it is suggested that a 2d place and 4'd place line be added
to the chart for player information.
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Modifying Tournament Size:

If draw tickets are already printed and players are assigned their courts, it is 
possible to alter the tournament size with a minimum disturbance.

(1)Go ahead and print the initial court cards for the current teams. Assign 
some vacant court to the new teams if this is what's needed.

(2)In the 'Size' module, print the Layout Preview for the current size, then 
change the number of teams and print the Layout Preview for the new 
size.

(3)Compare the two Layouts to see what changes are necessary, and keep 
in mind that teams playing each other on a specific court must still play 
each other on that same court. A change of Line #'s will likely be 
necessary.

(4)Turn off the printer and set the new Size. 

(5)In the Name module, click 'Finished'. This will show the needed line 
number(s) without saving the Name assignments. Add the new Player 
Names and Line Numbers, but before clicking 'Finished', make any 
required change to existing Player Line numbers, then 'Finish'. If you 
'Finish' before making changes, you cannot change a Line Number, but 
you can change Names instead.

(6)In the 'Courts' module, move any affected Line#'s to the Queue (where a 
court assignment has changed) and reassign them to their original court. 
Refer to the original draw ticket cover sheet for original court assignments.

(7)Turn the printer back on. Print a court card for new teams if needed.
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